Serving our customers for over 30 years from our Headquarters at 1104 Claude Rd, Grand Island, NE 308-381-6275 or 877-407-8645 www.hotwoods.com

Also serving our customers at our second location in Emory, Texas At the corner of highway 69 & Enterprise. 1166 East Lennon Drive. (East side of town on South Highway 69) 903-474-7195 or 877-407-8645 www.hotwoods.com
We offer galvanized Shoreland'r trailers custom designed for our pontoons.

**Premium powder coat Covert Green or Canyon Tan finish available!**

叫: 1-877-407-8645

**Lil’ Sport Pontoon**

**12’ model**

Relax and enjoy with our 12’ model Hotwoods “Lil Sport” Pontoon Boat. Our four pontoon design makes this boat one of the most stable on the market. All our boats have excellent floor drainage to keep water from sitting in it after it has rained.

**Features:**
- Aluminum Design
- 3/4 in. marine grade plywood floor
- Easy clean rubber flooring
- Two 12-in. dia. pontoons
- Two 8-in. dia. pontoons
- 10 Horse Power Rating
- 700 lb. capacity
- Comfort Grip Handrails
- Pontoon Wall Thickness .090
- Rear motor mount

5’ x 10’ Actual Floor Space. Perfect for lakefront properties.
Fish N Sport Pontoon

As seen in Field & Stream and other U.S. magazines. Hotwoods Lil’ Sport & Fish-N-Sport

Fish N Sport 15’ model

*Shown below with optional bench seat cushion & canopy*

**Features:**
- 1 Bench Seat
- 2 Drink Holders
- Rear Motor Mount
- Front Dive/Fishing Deck
- Side Grab Rails
- Total Boat Weight: 400 lbs.
- 900 lb. capacity
- Pontoon Wall Thickness .090
- 10 Horse Power Rated Capacity
- Standard easy clean rubber flooring
- 2 12” pontoons & 2 8” pontoons
- Optional: Canopy can be added at your request on both models

*We offer galvanized Shoreland’r trailers custom designed for our pontoons.*

*Shown above with optional bench seat cushion & canopy*

**Premium powder coat Covert Green or Canyon Tan finish available!**

See our full line of products at www.hotwoods.com

Call Today: 308-381-6275   Toll Free 877-407-8645
All Aluminum 612 Pontoon Boat

**Aluma Sport 612**

**Features:**
- All Aluminum Design
- Stainless Steel Hardware
- Spacious 10’ x 6’ Utility Deck
- Transom Motor Mount
- 5 Person, 1050 lb. capacity
- Pontoon Wall Thickness .090
- 15 Horse Power Rating
- Moves Easily with Electric Trolling Motor
- 4 12” Pontoons for Ultra Stability
- Single Bench Seat
- Powder coat paint, Canopy top & many other accessories available.

**Pontoon Accessories:**
ShoreLand’r Galvanized Trailer

Shoreland’r galvanized trailers have been designed to fit Hotwoods full line of pontoon boats. Fully galvanized to last for years in any type of situation that you may use it in. 2” ball coupler, fold away jack, safety chains, 4 prong flat plug wiring, carpeted bunks, tie down points front and rear, heavy duty hand crank winch, galvanized wheels, 4.80 x 12” tires, buddy bearings on axles. Call for pricing.

**1050 lb. carrying capacity, up to 5 people & rated at 15 hp.**

**Lil’ Sport**  
Fish N Sport  
612 Aluma Sport  
615 Aluma Sport

See our full line of products at www.hotwoods.com
The 615 Aluma Sport is all aluminum, including the floor. This craft has four 12 inch floats which give it an increased carrying capacity and unmatched stability. If you are in the market for the ultimate in stability and unmatched quality, this will be the boat for you. We have options including canopy tops, seating, foot control motor mount, multiple handrail configurations and more.

The all new design shows changes made to front cones of the 615 Aluma Sport. With this change you will have .100 wall thickness on the cones along with welded on water deflectors. While the rear of the craft will feature a new style dish welded on the end of the pontoon with a bracket welded on to mount your electronic devices to as shown in the picture. This boat is also equipped with the optional 34” rear handrails. Normally the handrails are 20” all the way around. Shoreland’r galvanized trailers have been designed to fit Hotwoods full line of pontoon boats.

Call for the best deal today 1-877-407-8645.
**Aluma Sport 716**

**Features:**
- Heavy duty all aluminum construction.
- All stainless steel hardware.
- Adjustable rear bench seat. (front bench can be added as an option)
- (6) 12-inch diameter pontoons (.090 wall thickness)
- Hand formed .100 aluminum front cones with water deflectors.
- Rear pontoon caps .100 aluminum.
- Transducer mount, for mounting depth finder etc. (Welded to inside pontoon right rear.)

With 1,600 lbs. of capacity and a 25 hp rating, you will have the ability to carry more weight and move across the lake at faster speeds to get to those favorite fishing holes or locations across the water (boat above left is shown with optional canopy top, seating and 25 hp. outboard motor).

- Optional galvanized Shoreland’r Trailer
- Standard load guides on the trailer
- Standard tongue steps on the trailer
- L.E.D. Trailer Lighting
- Tire size 20.5 x 8 x 10
- 2” Ball Hitch
- 4 prong flat plug

**Boat dimensions:**
- Heavy Duty rear transom motor mount
- 7’ wide x 13’ 3” actual floor space
- Total length 16’ 6”
- Total width 7’ 2”
- Total Weight 875 lbs.

This 7’ wide x 16’ long all aluminum pontoon boat is packed with (6) 12” floats that by far give it the most stable platform in the industry for a boat this size. Pontoons are .090 thick aluminum, with .100 thickness on cones and end caps. (That is the heaviest in the industry.) The 716 Aluma Sport weighs 875 lbs, with the trailer weighing 620 lbs. for a combined pulling weight of 1,495 lbs. That makes it very easy to pull with the lightest pickup or like vehicle on the road. This boat is incredible when it comes to maneuverability and stability. We have just never seen anything like it on the water!
Walk-n-Dock System

Attaches to most boat models - old or new!

The walkway ramp is 36" wide. System has 4 points of tie off with heavy duty loop rings - 2 on the bank end for stakes to go through and 2 on the float end to tie from or drive stakes to lake floor.

Hand rails are 1 1/2" industry standard with a height of 36" tall. Assembling or disassembling your Walk N Dock can be done easily as all parts are bolted and designed to be very consumer friendly.

Our Walk-N-Dock system is extremely stable and durable.

The easy to handle fold-up gate/ramp can be attached with little effort.

In seconds your ramp is pinned in the gate position and you are ready to go boating.

Custom-built Walkways

We can custom build a walkway to your specifications. Call 308-381-6275 or 877-407-8645 for a quote.

This unit is 3' x 16' all aluminum. Can be added to any new or existing dock.

We make custom aluminum walkways to fit your specific needs as shown with this 6' x 24' model.

Need a walkway only for your existing dock? We can help!

Need a dock part of the time? and a boat part of the time? This system can easily turn your boat into a dock.

The skid proof covering on our ramp assures your safety when entering or exiting your boat.

Here is the easy to add bracket that can be installed to any 510 series pontoon boat whether new or used. This makes it possible to use your boat as a Dock or a Boat.

We make replacement all aluminum walkways for any dock or walkway request. Standard lengths are 8', 12', & 16'. Custom lengths can be made as well as custom attachments to dock and shorelines.

See our full line of products at www.hotwoods.com

Call Today: 308-381-6275 Toll Free 877-407-8645
Modular Floating Docks

**Ask about our stands to hold your Ice Eliminator in place. Excellent for livestock.**

816 all aluminum floating dock shown above with a 16’ walkway and optional handrails and 12 year warranty on dock floats.

**612 Dock System**

Unlike the wooden docks that require yearly maintenance, this is a life-long system. Hotwood docks are all aluminum with stainless steel hardware. Docks are designed to fluctuate in variant water levels. Dock floats carry a 12-year warranty.

Dock walkways are all aluminum, maintenance free and are sure to provide lifelong enjoyment. Dock anchoring methods shown are just suggestions. It is up to you to determine which method suits your needs. Photo shown at left is two 612 docks joined to make a 12’ x 12’ dock.

612 aluminum floating dock shown above with 16’ aluminum walkway attached to end with 4 galvanized support poles. Handrails are standard on all walkways.

**Features:**
- Dock System Platform Measures 6’ x 12’
- 3’ Wide Walkway, 8’, 12’, or 16’ Walkway Length
- All Aluminum Unit
- Super Stable Poly Floats with 5,670 lbs. of buoyancy

**Keep that water ice-free!**

**Ice Eliminator**

Tired of bringing your dock in every winter? The Ice Eater will solve your problems. Our Ice Eliminator will thaw the ice in 24 to 36 hours.

Perfect for water fowl enthusiasts or hunters! Extend your season by keeping your water open.

Ice Eater may be hung from a pier or boat. Two to three feet is the average operating depth.

**Ask about our stands to hold your Ice Eliminator in place. Excellent for livestock.**
Portable Anywhere Stairs

Anywhere Stairs are the ultimate answer to those hard to get up and down areas. Manufactured of aluminum for lifetime use. Offered in 4’ and 8’ sections and can be bolted together to make any length you need possible. Easy shipping and designed for quick setup. These stairs are portable and can be used in multiple locations. Excellent for industrial, Game and Parks, and private lake homes to get down that steep bank safely.

Anywhere stairs are the perfect addition to private lake homes with steep banks leading to the water’s edge. Visit our website at hotwoods.com for product applications.

Call Toll Free Today!
877-407-8645

Totally Maintenance Free!

Modular Wheelchair Ramps

All of our modular ramps, platforms and walkways are manufactured right here in Nebraska by Prairie View Industries. As a company, Hotwood’s has been doing business with Prairie View Industries since they started with less than 5 employees. Not only with business, but great friendship relations, we can guarantee you the type of service that is over and above the average company simply because we work with and personally know each and every employee at Prairie View Industries. When you call Hotwood’s, you get a live voice immediately that is ready to help with any situation, right down to the best way possible to deliver your purchase and save you anyway we can and build a working relationship that will last for years.

See our full line of products at www.hotwoods.com
Roll multiple strands of barbed or smooth wire with our all new 3 Point Magnum Series Wire Winder. This winder can handle up to four strands at once! Excellent for those big cleanup jobs!

- Designed for smooth or barbed wire
- Category 1, 2, or 3, 3-point mounts (special orders upon request)
- Removable reel that splits to unload wire
- Holds 1/2 mile barbed or 1 mile of smooth wire
- Replaceable moly-impregnated polyethylene bushings on shaft to prevent wear.
- Hydraulic design allows you to start slow and pick up speed or slow down. No more jerking and breaking wire.
- Winders are simple to use.
- When the reel is full, tie the roll with wires at the 3 D-ring positions. Then split the reel and take the tied roll of wire off for storage.
- All of our winders (excluding the Gas powered and HIGH TENSILE) ship via UPS.

Universal Hydraulic Winder
This unit can be used in many applications. We see it most commonly used on skid steers, loader buckets, or bale mover pickups. You can mount it anywhere you have hydraulics.

- Dimensions: 16” x 16” x 1/4” mounting plate
- 1/2” mounting holes in corners for mounting
- Unit comes complete with reel, hoses, valve, shaft, lovejoy couplers, and motor.
- This unit functions as our 3-Point Model. The only difference is the mount.

Magnum Winder
Roll multiple strands of barbed or smooth wire with our all new 3 Point Magnum Series Wire Winder. This winder can handle up to four strands at once! Excellent for those big cleanup jobs!

Bale Bed Wire Winder
This unit mounts on the arm of the hydraulic bale beds, used on many farms and ranches. The one shown here is one of a few different mounts we can manufacture to make this unit work on your bale bed arm. Just give us your custom measurements and we’ll build it to fit.
Pro-Tatch Gas Powered Wire Winders

Call for more information or to order today!
308-381-6275 or Toll Free 1-877-407-8645

As shown in each rear corner of the frame, we designed our new gas unit with tie-off loops that can be used to secure it when you are rolling wire. In most situations there are always tie-off points that can be used to keep your winder from moving while in operation. There is also a welded loop in the center of the winder to be used as a lift point when loading.

Tie-Offs

NEW mini spool, 4” center and 8” center solid spools can be added to any Pro-Tatch wire winder. (8” for high tensile wire)

leave wire on solid reels

Optional Unroller Arm, for unrolling rolls of NEW wire

Call Toll Free 877-407-8645
See all of our products at hotwoods.com

- All Steel Construction
- 5.5 Hp. Honda Pull-start Gas Powered Reliable Engine
- Includes Safety Shields
- Can be set in the back of the pickup or flatbed as well as run on the ground.
- Guide Arm comes standard!
- Your Satisfaction 100% Guaranteed!

The handle on the manual guide can be moved from right to left, depending on what side you are working the machine from. All steel construction to last for many years. As always we stand behind our products 100%.

As shown in each rear corner of the frame, we designed our new gas unit with tie-off loops that can be used to secure it when you are rolling wire. In most situations there are always tie-off points that can be used to keep your winder from moving while in operation. There is also a welded loop in the center of the winder to be used as a lift point when loading.

Tie-Offs

NEW mini spool, 4” center and 8” center solid spools can be added to any Pro-Tatch wire winder. (8” for high tensile wire)

leave wire on solid reels

Optional Unroller Arm, for unrolling rolls of NEW wire

Call Toll Free 877-407-8645
See all of our products at hotwoods.com

- All Steel Construction
- 5.5 Hp. Honda Pull-start Gas Powered Reliable Engine
- Includes Safety Shields
- Can be set in the back of the pickup or flatbed as well as run on the ground.
- Guide Arm comes standard!
- Your Satisfaction 100% Guaranteed!

The handle on the manual guide can be moved from right to left, depending on what side you are working the machine from. All steel construction to last for many years. As always we stand behind our products 100%.
Green Mountain Pellet Grills

Available in 3 Sizes

1. Jim Bowie
   600 sq. in.

2. Daniel Boone
   400 sq. in.

3. Davy Crockett
   200 sq. in.

(Davy Crockett powers With AC Adapter, 12V Plug Or Alligator Clips)

Green Mountain offers a low pellet sensor, so no running out of pellets while you’re cooking!

See our full line of products at www.hotwoods.com

Call Today: 308-381-6275  Toll Free 877-407-8645

High Tensile Reel Conversion

This Pro-Tatch hydraulic wire winder is shown with the high tensile reel. Our winders have also been used to roll cable & hose in other applications. This winder comes standard with a hand spun all steel split reel designed to roll and unroll high tensile wire. The reel splits to load and unload the wire. The center of the spool is 19½" in diameter to fit new rolls of wire for unrolling. The reel is designed to fit on any hydraulic winder we manufacture. This high tensile reel kit is a must for anyone that has high tensile wire to roll or unroll. The guide arm allows the operator to stand to the side of the unit and safely guide the wire onto the reel.

The high tensile split reel features 4 wire holes around the rim. Insert the ends of your tie wire into the holes and shape it to the angle of the cone. When full, pull out and tie across top of spool.

The “Hired Hand” Tool

made right here at Hotwoods out of necessity

With it’s long reach and being harmonically balanced you will be able to hold objects at angles like never before while welding, gluing etc. We have found that there is nothing better for holding brochures or papers down at shows with this tool.
For serious snow removal!

If you currently own a forklift, do not spend another winter without this accessory. Works great for leveling dirt or gravel. Comes in widths of 52”, 65”, 72” or 96”. Ask about our custom-built and spring loaded blades. Why pay for snow removal?

Hotwoods, VersaTote Grain Carts are an excellent way to transport and store grains to be used for livestock, pets, corn stoves, and more. They have been very popular with the person that feeds grain to wildlife.

There is a rear jack stand to be lowered when the unit is not hooked to a pickup or tractor. This will assure the unit will not tip to the rear when loaded with grain, this applies to both the 3,000 lb. and the 5,000 lb. grain carts. The Versa Tote is manufactured completely of steel and designed to be used for years, trouble free. Bin is 14 gauge steel.

Note: Available in 3,000, 5,000 and 6,500 lb. units. The 5,000 lb. & 6,500 lb. model grain carts come standard with access ladder. (3,000 lb & 5,000lb carts shown here).

Forklift Blades

For serious snow removal!

If you currently own a forklift, do not spend another winter without this accessory. Works great for leveling dirt or gravel. Comes in widths of 52”, 65”, 72” or 96”. Ask about our custom-built and spring loaded blades. Why pay for snow removal?

Features:
- Solid Steel Construction.
- Replaceable Bit.
- Mounts on all forklifts with up to 5” wide forks.
- Mounts in less than two minutes.
- Custom-built blades available.

Our 72” fully spring loaded pivoting blade. SR72 mounted with angle set, ready to push snow. These units have been a favorite for many military basis for years, along with any company or individual that has a forklift and needs to move snow when it hits. We have customers that have used them for dirt and gravel spreading also.

Pictured above is a Hotwoods SR96 forklift blade ready to ship. This blade is 8” long with standard fixed mounting. All blades are completely assembled and ready to use when you take delivery. This is how you will receive your forklift blade. Call for pricing today!
Here at Hotwood’s, we are always looking for new ideas that someone might have and do not know what to do with them. So many times you have something that really works well for you that you made out of necessity. You may think it is nothing and who would want to use it anyway. Most of the products we use everyday came from ideas or out of necessity from the end user. When those ideas are presented to a company like Hotwood’s they can be perfected and manufactured to work for the masses. Hotwood’s will work with you in confidentiality to take the idea as far as you want to go with it, from idea to finding customers world wide for that product or service. So many times people are afraid to talk to anyone about their idea or invention. We can assure you that many inventions never see the light of day simply for that reason. If you would like to talk to one of Hotwoods staff about your idea or invention, feel free to and understand that we want you to succeed just as bad if not worse than we do to help get a new idea in the hands of many. It takes a lot of energy to design, prototype and get a product ready to ship to the world and Hotwood’s would like to share our passion with your thoughts and ideas to bring those energies together as we have been doing for 32 years and counting. Call us toll free 1-877-407-8645.
On behalf of everyone here at Hotwood's, I would like to thank each and every customer who has helped make our company’s dreams a reality. We all know how hard it is to build a great relationship with customers that lasts for years. Our goal is to reach out not only to new customers, but also to take care of our current and past customers as though they just walked through our door for the first time.

“Always be truthful and honest and the rest is easy... welcome aboard”.

Kevin Houtwed
Pro-Tatch Inc. / Hotwoods
P.O. Box 1712
Grand Island, Ne. 68802
308-381-6275